
Not Dead Yet 
 

Concept 
Rogue-like First Person Shooter 
The Player is a soldier from earth's army who has been captured by an invading alien force. The 
player manages to escapes from prison and then proceeds to assault the Aliens throughout 
their homeworlds. 
 
 
 

Game Aesthetics 
 
Theme/Narrative 
An advanced alien species have started conquering planets, they implant themselves beneath 
the surface until they are ready to attack. The player wakes up in a prison in which they escape 
from and proceeds to search for a way out. The player stumbles upon multiple teleporters that 
teleports them to different planets which the aliens have established a base on. The player 
fights through the planets eradicating aliens along the way. 
 
(Advanced Alien species across multiple conquered planets who live underground are invading, 
and you need to take the fight to them) 
 
Art Style 
The art style for this game will be voxel and pixel art. This gives a nice uniform look and will 
allow for more assets to be produced quickly. This art style will give a cartoonish look allowing 
low graphics to be overlooked. 
 
(Voxel models and assets, space interior for starting level and underground rocky environment 
for different world planets) 
 
Environments/Levels 
The start of the game the player is an alien ship where they hold prisoners. The spaceship will 
look futuristic and be dark and gloomy to demotivate the prisoners. Once the player escapes 
and travels through the teleporter, they will discover new alien planets and the underground 
structures that they built. These underground structures will be dark and narrow walkways into 
larger rooms where the aliens will be loitering. This larger rooms will vary between barracks, 
eating quarters, communications rooms. 



 
15-20 room prefabs will be built to be randomly selected as a room for that world. Worlds will 
have a set of 5 rooms, with a teleporter placed at the end of the fifth room to transport the player 
to the next world. 
New alien planets will have a theme of colour indicating a new world. 
(Various spaceship interiors, alien-themed rooms, including barracks, eating quarters, generic 
rooms 
Roughly 15-20 room prefabs 
Alien homeworlds will be of different colours, chosen randomly upon entering a new one) 
 
Audio Style 
In the larger rooms where the action will take place, a fast, upbeat , music will be played to 
boost the atmosphere of a threatening environment. 
In the areas between the larger rooms, a lower paced soundtrack will be placed to indicate to 
the player that the immediate area has to threat. 
Sound effects will be added to player movement, weapon shooting and impacts. 
 
(Spaceship - fast pace to create urgency, beeps of tech, metallic footstep sound 
Underground - Deeper pitch, ambient cave sounds, rocky footstep sound 
Guns, pickups, enemies, footsteps, player will have SFX) 
 
Characters 
The main character of the game is a soldier in earth's army against the alien invasion. The 
character will be masked so that when the player dies, they can be interchangeable as the 
player. 
Enemies will consist of aliens lifeforms. 
These voxel models will suit the art style and give the game a light hearted feel. 
 
(Voxel character models will be used for the player and enemy NPCs 
The Main  player will be a masked soldier in the army 
Enemies will be alien like) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gameplay 
 
Core gameplay loop 
 

 
 
Core Mechanics 
Standard keyboard/mouse controls: WASD + Space for movement, LMB to shoot, and moving 
mouse to aim. 
Procedurally generated rooms 
Random enemies at set spawn points 
Upgradeable attacks 
Endless until the player dies 
 
Unique Mechanic 1 
Type matchups between weapons - aliens 
Weapons and aliens are randomly assigned a type - includes no-type weapons 
 
Unique Mechanic 2 
Upon dying, if the player makes it back to the same room number by the next run, they will 
encounter the same room, instead of it being randomised.  
Their previous character’s corpse will be there with whichever weapon they had last as a pickup 



 

Pre-Production - Deliverables 
 
Week 4: Docs + Prototype(s) 

● Game theme, concepts and mechanics are established 
● Placeholder assets are added 
● Rough drafts of custom assets 
●  

Week 6: Core Gameplay Prototype 
● Playable with core mechanics working 
● Core gameplay scripts resolved 
● Rough art and UI with placeholder elements 
●  

Week 9: Feature Complete Demo 
● Playable demo with all of  the  mechanics working 
● Majority of scripts and coding is completed 
● Important art and UI components finished 
●  

Week 12: Polished Gameplay Demo 
● Scripts/coding optimised and fixed 
● Gameplay oversights adjusted and balanced after playtesting 
● Final aesthetic upgrades  added 

 

Publishing/Distribution Plan 
 
Platforms such as Steam and itch.io will be the first priority on PC. 
Mobile and consoles are set as potential stretch goals however they will be low priority. 
The game will have a free-to-play system to enable a high accessibility for users to try the 
game. 
A premium system in which a small fee is payed to grant cosmetic upgrades, boosters and 
credits. This will make it so that payment isn’t mandatory but also provides  a monetary system.  
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